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Asof January 1, 1974, Edgecliff 
College will have full possession 
of the L.B. Harrison Club, and 
most of the real estate owned by 
the Harrison Club at the comer of 
McMillan and Victory Parkway. 
Harrison Hall, as it is to be 
named (after it's founder), will 
irovide the College with a center 
for student activities. 
1be gymnasiwn which could 
double as an auditoriwn will 
provide a much needed 
recreational setting as well as a 
home for the new Pioneers, 
Edgecliff's basketball team. The 
swimming pool (longer than the 
one at Mercy Center), locker 
room, game room, lounge area, 
lobby, and dining room (which 
could seat 160 comfortably) are 
additional welcome facilities. 
residents of the Harrison . 
Edgecliff has requested that the 
first floor (which has 60 rooms) 
be cleared. The residents will 
then occupy the top three floors 
of the building. Thus, Edgecliff 
College can begin its plans for 
renovation which will provide for 
a male dormitory. Any policies 
on this matter have not been 
worked out as yet. 
Mr. Edward Maj will be in-
terim director for the eventual 
official opening of the Hall in 
January. 
THE 
The new building will also 
irovide space for possible ~­
pansion by several acaderruc 
departments which require more 
ED GBCLI FF 
:i;~~s ~~~:t~nssi~; f;J 
an opportunity for expansion 
heXe.committee consisting of 
members of faculty, ad-
ministration, and students will be 
formed to determine how to 
Priorities concerning use of the 
facilities by residents of Harrison 
Hall and Edgecliff students will 
be worked out mutually and will 
no doubt be easily determined. 
Although talk of possible 
ownership of the L.B. Harrison 
began in July, 1972, no major 
steps were taken as to its pur-
chase until September, 1973, 
when Edgecliff was offered a 
purchase price. 
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Pinocchio comes to life 
As a theatre production 
b~· Sharon Bradford Edgecliff students, among them: 
Christmas got off to a good grade student at Mt. Adams Paul Russel, Tom Hafner, Mary 
start at the Edgecliff Theatre School fl Arts, had been cast for Rae Bedinghaus, and DoMa 
with the presentation of Pinoc- the part. Fortunately for Dabney. As Pinocchio's good 
chio, directed by Mrs. Jane Timothy, Walt Disney Produc- fairy, Mary Jo Klopfstein asked 
Goetzman. Full fl action and tions had chosen him among for help from the audience in 
enjoyment for all ages, this many others to perform in working her magic. All members 
version of the famous children's Disney on Parade, so a of the cast showed great par-
classic is written by English replacement was needed. ticipation in a variety of in-
author Brian Way. The play Timothy Miller, ten years old and teresting and colorful charac-
treats the "puppet into human" a student at Loche Speech School, ters. 
theme with a gentle and sym- proved to be ideal and talented in To add to the action, a special 
pathetic tone, while still keeping the character of Pinocchio. Harlequinade was staged. It 
a lot of action with music and In the role of Gepetto was featured marionettes that are 
dance. Many of the traditional Arthur Radkey, who performed commedia -del arte figures, 
scenes from the original story in Hatful of Rain for Drama performed by Kris Evans, John 
are kept, such as the whale and Workshop 1971. Another student, Fitzsimmons, and Robert Miller. 
changing of boys into donkeys, all Eddie Arruza, a 7th grader at St. In the theatre lobby, there was 
handled in a very clever way. Mary's School, captured the part also drawings by 3rd and 4th 
The character of Pinocchio had of Candlewick. grade students in helping to 
an interesting story fl its own. At The remainder of the cast for create an atmosphere for the 
first, Timothy Parker, a 6th Pinocchio consisted mostly of play. 
·········································································~ Chauvinists reign victorious 
After narrow tennis triumph 
by Bill Harvey 
Edgecliff's male chauvinists 
received a temporary reprieve 
from the inevitable onslaught of 
women's rights. Mr. Edward S. 
Maj, Edgecliff's 50 year old 
Director of Development, played 
the role of Bobby Riggs even 
better than Bobby himself. Mr. 
Maj defeated Ms. Joan Curry, an 
18 year old first year student, in 
the "Battle of the Sexes" by a 
score of 6-2, 1-6, and 6-4. 
The tennis match started off 
slowly. With the score tied at 2-2 
in the first set, however, Mr. Maj 
Joan Curry. 
Robert Buse, 








took charge. He won four games 
in a row to close out the set at 6-2. 
In the second set, however, Ms. 
Curry began to exhibit the skills 
which had earned her the 
nickname of " Billie Jean King" 
of Edgecliff. Ms. Curry totally 
reversed the match and won the 
second set by a score of 6-1. 
After a ten minute in-
termission, play resumed in the 
third set. With the score tied at 
four games apiece, Mr. Maj 
rallied and won two games and 
the match by a score of 6-2, 1-6, 
and 6-4. 
The turnout at the match was 
1 
excellent. Approximately 100 
people bought tickets and most of 
them attended. 
After the match, this reporter 
had a short interview with Mr. 
Maj. Mr. Maj reported that, at 
the present, he has no plans to 
join the women's tennis tour. Ms. 
Karen Zimmer , Ms. Curry's 
manager stated that she felt the 
"turning point" of the match was 
the ten minute intermission 
between the second and third 
sets. She also said, "Mr. Maj was 
a much stronger tennis player 
than we had anticipated." 
utilize the newly acquired space 
in the most profitable manner. 
At present, there are 170 
Three of the stars of "Pinocchio", Timothy Miller, Mary Rae 
Bedinghaus and Arthur Radkey thrilled audiences with their 
performances in the famous children's play at Edgecliff. 
N.O.W. asks 
!~!change 
" It was organized in 1966» it's main goal is to bring women into 
full participation in every facet of American life. We are a civil 
rights organization. Women do not have their civil ri~hts it's not 
that we disbelieve it, it's that we know it ... we're out to fight oppress 
ion and to change things." The amount of publicity given 
The speaker is Charlene to something non-existent only 
Ventura and her subject and proves the medias want of 
avidly supported cause is the sensationalism. Also, according 
women's movement. Charlene to Charlene, it shows the public's 
has been active in this liberation defense mechanism. Charlene 
movement since 1969 and aided believes that people are always 
in organizing the local Cincinnati scared of changes and the 
chapter of the National Organi- women's movement is definitely 
zation for Women. asking for change. 
Presently Charlene is "The rights that women have," 
serving on the National Task Charlene states, "and how 
Force for the image of women women are treated usually ~as 
and also holds the position as the been covered ~P by protectmg 
co-ordinator of the committee on :-V~men an~ usmg excuses th~t 
Women in Poverty. Charlene its for the~r own good. Wen., 1f 
has some well supported views you examme what prote~t10n 
on N.O.W. and she also presents mean~, apersoncanseethat1fo.ne 
a few of the common rejections is being protec~e~ and . 1s 
N.0 .W. usually receives. given extra privileges simply 
'" For the most part womenn in because they happen to be born 
the women's movement are wit~ .a certain ana~omy, this. is 
portrayed by the media as defm1tely not treatmg them like 
man-haters or bra-burners or full adults. Legally, socially, 
castrators. I do not hate men I politically . and economica.lly 
happened to be married to one. women are regarded as ch1ld-
As far as bra-burning is ren ." 
concerned, it never happened. In viewing various areas of 
The only person that burned a American life where both sexes 
bra was a man in New York City~ are involved, the employment 
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~~!f~~~;~~~'{4~~quir'!J dditiQnal. 
novations: the Bachelor of curriculum at Edgecliff. I new courses to the scht;<fule. ~IS ~perf1ciality IS. econo ~ 
General Studies degree, the disagree with this position. The These courses, however, will be m which a g<>?<1, .sotalid c~UI'!!~. 
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree, the BF A and the BGS takes courses within the Education Depart- macroec~nom1cs IS ug WI m 
elimination of the "F" grade, the which were already in the ment and will not reall)'. add a the Sociology Department. 
initiation of the Montessori curriculum and mold these new discipline to the. curr1cul~. Howev~r, . th.e Ii rest . 0~u~: 
diploma program, and the courses into new programs . Edgecliff's curr1cu~u1!1 y1r- ee!?nom1cs disc~p ne - me nd 
acquisition of the L.B. Harrison These new programs, excellent tually ignores several d1Sc1p~s m1cr.oeconom1cs, mon~y ~to 
Club, now to be known as though they be, do nothing to which are consid.ered to be within banking, and other areas IS no . f 
HarrisonHall. There is, however, widen the scope of the the range of liber~l arts. Ac- be found on the Edgechf 
one area in which innovations curriculum. c 0 u n ting , Bus 1 n es s ~ d - schedule· . . th 
have been noticeably lacking at The Montessori program which ministration, Econom1cs, .c?u.rses w1th1n es~ 
Edgecliff and that area is the will begin at Edgecliff in the fall Journalism, Health, P~ysical disciplines may be taken t::e 
breadth of curriculum. semester of 1974 will add some Education, and Recreation are Thomas More tCoStlleJge 0~ but 
December, 1973 
by Bill Harvey 
courses 
scheduling courses on two or 
more campuses are difficult to 
overcome. 
It seems, then, that Edgecliff 
should initiate introductory 
courses within these areas into 
its curriculum and furthermore, 
that these courses should be 
taught on the Edgecliff campus 
itself. Although the inter-
institutional schedule does offer 
some of these courses, the 
distances between the three 
schools involved makes the d I E P almost totally ignored by the College rl. Moun . osep , M • Edgecliff curriculum. What little many students of Edgecliff do not I e r • exposure there is to these areas have the means to go to ot.her ••••••••••••••••••••••., 
Good cln bad f~~-=b~;;~ {;;;~;i1~.~:r;Gndles 
program somewhat feasible. 
by Paul Cupito . Betty Midler is intense: She IS c Sl I ,. r L. lems 
ci~~-=:~i;;~":!i.\r~ ~!"'&!: ~~ .. !!"' .. truly b Ni~!:!.~.~a n a I 0 n a . p rqK .:a:.~, nilly .. 
classic performances of all time. + + + + + Y vn<:e more our Federal sicken and tire of it, bnngmg on the Congress. National suf-
Bette Midler, or "The Divine On Thanksgiving night there Congress is proving that f?r all sorts of devious backroom ficiency by 1980 is the cry but 
Miss M", as she is called ~Y her was nothing to be thankful for at inept, bungling and even stupid dealings. does anyone bother to look at the 
fans descended upon Music Hall Cincinnati Gardens except that leadership one need look no Still not content with this accompanying problems? Do we 
and h and Cincinnati will never one of the worst concerts in the farther than Capital Hill. disaster our Congress is racing ravage our beautiful lands so that 
be the same. history of music was over after In the past few weeks into yet' another. Bureaucratic energy pigs can wallow a while 
She is one of the most elec- about three boring hours. Americans have been treated to a slush money in the billions of longer? Do we shut out the 
trifying performers to ever take Emerson, Lake and Palmer cavalcade of Democrats and dollars is being appropriated energy poor nations of ~est 
the stage. She has tremendous were the headline group with even some misguided after only superfluous in- Europe and Japan and continue 
rapport and control over her Stray Dog doing the intro act. Republicans crying for the vestigations (for ''energy our suicidal one way relationship 
audiences. Once she is on stage Stray Dog was so bad that the rationing rl. gasoline and heating research and development") with Israel? 
and belting ?ut those tunes frot;n only hand they got during their oil plus an amazing.ly rapid during which the star witnesses Wake up America! FQr once 
the 40's "swing" era and the 50 s performance was at the end when movement on energy bills which are oil executives and Ad- let's look at the whole picture 
"rock and roll" era. The they left the stage. They were~ could radically change the ministration energy "experts" first, before we find ourselves 
audience is putty in her hands. loud that their singing and music American way rl. life. One begins who not only failed to see this mired once more in tragedies 
They yelled, applauded, all fused into one boring noise . to wonder about their sanity. crisis coming but who now are which get worse, not better. 
whistled, and yet when she sang Emerson, Lake and Palmer How many remember ~e last • • Ji~ 
one of her soft ballads there was finally appeared on stage and fiasco the Congress delivered: Jazz mus1c1ans 1e 
not a noise in the house. immediately excited the crowd Wage and Price controls? These 
Her performance start~ "'.ith with "Hoedown" which was things did little t? assuage in- M k d b t •1 
"Friends". one of her big hits, probably their only decent flation and cheating by " true ar e y urm O I 
and began to build wi~ each number ~ night. blue" ~eric8:" citizens was h\' Steve Carroll . 
succeeding number. During the ELP, like Stray Dog was loud astoundingly widespread. Now, · The following article is an attempt to expand the mus~cal 
second part rl. the performance but not nearly as bad. It was a not at all perturbed, the Congress consciousness of the Edgecliff community. Each month an article 
she went into a '.'swing". medley mediocre performance at last. moves into rationing which.b~ its ranging from music theory, instruments, or biographies of ~usicians 
including "Boogie Woo~e Bugle Anyone who knows anything very nature means a Slmllar will be presented. This month's article is on jazz saxophomst (alto) 
Boy'' and almost literally about their music knows that privation in ocder to guarante.e a Charlie Parker (1920 _ 1955) . have a horn to play and got odd 
brought the house down. . they are capable of some of the reliable supply .of~ certain .vital Charlie "Bird" Parker was jobs digging ditches or washing 
Bette Midler has an m- most inc~edible music ever heard nee_d. No'! this IS fine m a born in Kansas City on August 29, dishes. He sometimes slept in 
describable style: She talks to the bu~ .their p~rformance was natio~l dis~ter su~h a~ war, 1920. He started playing baritone garages or in freight cars .. At 
audience duri.ng the . p~r- definitely lacking. . massive floodu~ or mv~ion by saxophone in his early teens, and times he would stay up all mght 
formance, laughing and J~~g It seemed as though nothing the Tasmagor~an Artl~hoke later started on alto sax which and ride the deserted subways. 
with them and generally giving was planned. The whole act Beetle but when it occurs simply became his main interest. Along After a recording session in 1946 
everyone a good time. seemed to be too free-form. during a theo~tical (to ~e ex- with contemporary Dizzy Gilles- he had a major breakdown. A 
She is fun to watch because she Before a packed .house. at the ~ent that ~ew cit~ens are dir~tly pie and others who played at jazz historian says, "When 
never stops from the moment she Gardens (when filled it holds involved m locating or processing Minton's in Harlem, Parker was Charlie came home after the 
steps on the stage to the time .she quite a few people) I felt they the energy s?u~ce) shortage the mouth piece and innovator of session he started a fire in his 
leaves. She is c~nstantly talking, could have done better. period, the ma1onty o~ peop!e by a new jazz style in the early hotel room and ran - naked and 
singing or runnmg around. f • I their very nature will quickly 1940's. The swing era of th~ 30's screaming - into the hall:" Wh.en H Ow to Pa SS In a e X am S with it's ~ig. busin.ess and highly a li.felong dream of playmg .w_ith commerc1ahzed 1azz, had be- strings came true, critics . h h d I ff rt comestagnantandfullofcliches. charged that "Bird" had gone W It a r Y an Y e 0 The bebop era of the 40's was a "Commercial" . reaction against the swing era Within the tragedy thou~h 
by Clift Kersker . you can go out drinking the night Parker along with contempor- there is an optimism in Charlie 
DON'T WASTE YOUR TIME be. takmg, m~rely set up an. ap- before, 'cause they're the easiest aries developed this racing, Parker. In the end of his life he 
reading this stupid column pomtment with your exarruner to cope with. Simply take your nervous music and also jazz advised other musicians to stay 
because I really don't have and c.arry on ~ c~sual . con- dictionary to class so as to phasings which have had an away from drugs and alcohol, 
anything to say and besides, you versatlon something like thlS.: compose essays like this: effect on many musicians and saying it was an unavoidable 
have exams to study for, but '.'Ho:wdyMr.-------, Iwas1ust Q. Discuss the implications of bands. deterrent in creating. "Music is 
since you're going to i~ist 01n thinking about QUAD- the trade embargo of 1864 on the "Bird's life and musical your own experience, your 
subjecting yourself to thlS, I 11 RILATERAL,, TRIANGLES the economic situation in the U.S. for experiences were hard earned, thoughts, your wisdom. If you 
make one small concession ~d other day. .... . the following ten years. not only because of a deplorable don 't live it, it won't come out on 
try to make it worth your while. If he shows no ~eacti~n, try A. The existential implications home life, but also because he your horn." In this side of 
So boys and girls, ladies and "While I was playmg with my inhibiting the entire economic had to earn his own keep by the Parker's personality it is hard to 
d R connect the dots boo. k the other ent1·t1·es elsewhere and here time he was 14." " We had to play view him as a man bent on gentlemen, frien s, . omans, th th te t 
countrymen, and you little .Adolf, day, I came up wi e cu s especially existing embargos from nine in the evening to five in self-destruction, but that para-
this month's column will be pictu;e of Daffy J?uck ... " . exploiting entire E~glish ex- the morning without a break," he dox of geniu~ an? fool seems 
dedicated to the fine art of exam Hes bound to give s~me sign, pectations; essentially_ ex- said. "We usually got $1.00 to unavoidable m his character. 
evasion or how to get it together m a Y b e a g r 
1 
n ~ f ceptionally eccentric engin~rs $1.25 a night." One of Charlie's Orrin Keepn~ws says " He had 
afterasemesterofcuttingclass. acknow~edgeI?ent or . a . ~mlty ever eagerly evaluatmg best known quotes, " I was givenuptheflghttowardtheend 
First and foremost, scope out look - it vanes fro~ mdivi~ual evacuated elementary education always on a panic," is an apt . . . in 1954 he sent Doris (his 
the test type. If it is a stan- to individual. But using a littl.e elevators elongated elliptically, description of his life and times. former wife l a poem ... in part it 
dardized multiple-guess type, the wit, you 'II be able to narrow it ever so often only orphaned In writing about Parker it is set forth a credo that might 
odds are in your favor. Actually d.own to a. type. Then w~lk con- onery orthodox orators. often important to un?erstand the easily have been his own: 'ff.ear 
the people who determine fldent.ly 
1
!1to class with the operating onomatopoeic on- loneliness and pam h~ . exper- the words! Not the doctrme. 
whether the answer will be a, b, following list : slaughts of ornate opulent ienced as man and mus1C1an. He Hear the speech! Not the 
c d ore are all frustrated artists " lmpurist" - A gree~ answer oracles. was a victim of heroin by the meaning ... Death is an eminent 
~h~ couldn't get a job anywhere, sheet mea~ <:Iraw a picture of This will certainly get any time he was 15. Often he didn't thing ... My fire is unquench-
therefore they are extremely Santa .and. fill m th.e dots. A blue teacherforitwillgivehimsucha able ! .. 
conscious of the pattern the sheet 7' Ri~hard Nixon. A yell?w headache figuring out what you '*••••re••~•••Ullj•• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••: letters create. There are two sheet is Mickey Mouse. A whi~ are trying to say he'll give up on it~ '9 · it 
types that create the pa!lerns. sheet is Lin~s, and .a.red shee~ is the paper, fig~e at least you ! VI ! 
First you have the hnear- a personalized ediho!1 beanng know what you're saying, and : : 
conscious types or "purists." the likeness of YOW: ms~uctor. give you an A. :Co-editors ................ . ......... PatSoellner,Kathy.Kohlman: 
They believe that when all the " Purist" - In th IS vein, look If for some reason you don't get it Assistant Editor ......................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Bill Harvey,. 
correct answers are in place, the for a Christmas tree on green, the type of test discussed, or at :Columnists ...................... . .. . Paul Rudemiller, Cliff ~ersker,: 
black marks will crPate a linear Watergate on blue, a set ?fears the last minute choke and forget : Steve Carroll, Nick Schenkel, Steve Collopy, Paul Cup1to : 
pattern that will stand on its own. on yellow, a blanket on white and what Mickey Mouse looks like, !Reporters . . . . . ............... .. Chuck Matthews, Nancy Ka~er,: 
The other types are pictur~- the teacher's. desk on red: . simply take a copy of this article ,. Margie Wetterer, Sharon Bradford, Sarah Lueke, Sue Elhot ,. 
conscious or " impurists." Their . If the test is t~e on~ with fill- to your teacher during the exam. !Photographer .............. · · · · · · · · · ·Chuck Matthews: 
belief is that after you finish, you ms, t~ process is a little more After reading it he will surely ! cartoonist ...... . ........ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · F~ed M~rt~ns: 
should be able to connect all the complicated. Fo.r those , t~e leave the room to be sick in *Business Manager ...... . ..... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . J~he Chnstt~nit 
dots and get a picture of Mickey answers .are specially coded 
10 
private. Then, using all of your : ci rculation Manager . . . . . . . ... · · · · · ··:···· Patti. ~outhwaite: 
Mouse or Richard Nixon. To the question· stealth and wit, grab your pencil ! l\d\'isor . . . . ....... · · .. Sister Patri~:~~~~o~~~ 
discover which type test you will Finally, if it's an essay test , with determination and CHEAT. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Censorship places limits 
Q!J!f Am!.~~!!'!!'1 !!l~!!_, ~ ... , 
The first Amendment of the relevent to the Sedition Act. afford to curb freedom to think 
United States Constitution states Matthew Lyon, a strong- and freedom to speak since these 
that"Congressshallmakenolaw tempered congressman from are the mainsprings of 
respecting an establishment of Vermont, greatly opposed the mankind's achievements . 
religion, or prohibiting the free idea of a law to enforce ac- History tells us that the costs and 
exercise thereof; or abridging ceptance of presidential policy. dangers of suppressing ideas will 
the freedom of speech, or of the Those who did show antagonism always be greater than the risk of 
press; or the right of the people against the government were permitting their expression. The 
peaceably to assemble, and to quickly scooted off to jail as spirit behind the First Amend-
petition the government for a offenders of the Sedition Act. ment can perhaps be expressed 
redress of grievances." Cen- In October of 1789, Lyon was mmt clearly in the words of John 
sorship, a control over this running for re-election. Since his Stuart Mill, a great British writer 
freedom of expression, probably issues refuted President Adams, of the nineteenth century: .. "If 
first began in this country as a he could not have campaigned all mankind minus one were of 
protection for the established successfully without condemning one opinion, and only one person 
political power against those who those presidential measures were of the contrary opinion, 
openly opposed it, whether which he had already voted or mankind would be no more 
through speech or the press. argued against. One day he found justified in silencing that one 
Page Three 
Under the Administration of himself campaigning from the person, than he, if he had the 
President John Adams, the inside of a cold, stone prison cell. power, would be justified in 
Sedition Act was passed in July of Outraged at this injustice, silencing mankind. Were an 
1798. One of the most repressive Thomas Jefferson and James opinion a personal possession of 
measures ever directed against Madison waged a war of words no value except to the owner; if to 
political activity in the United against the Sedition Act, hoping be obstructed in the enjoyment of 
States, it provided fines and to alarm the people. They termed it were simply a private injury, it 
imprisonment for persons the jailing of Lyon as an "alar- would make some difference 
wtlawfully combining or con- ming infraction of the Con- whether the injury was inIDcted 
spiring "with intent to oppose stitution ... expressly and onlyonafewpersonsoronmany. 
any measure or measures of the positively forbidden by one of the But the peculiar evil of silencing 
government of the United Amendments." They said that it the expression of an opinion is, 
States." This law also affected is "leveled against the right of that it is robbing the human race; 
any counseling or advising of freely examining public posterity as well as the existing 
such opposition, or writing, characters and measures." generation; those who dissent 
printing, uttering, or publishing Their cry of alarm did awaken from the opinion, still more than 
Brown fights 
For freedom 
by Pat Soellner 
'"any false, scandalous
1 
and thfl American people. The those who hold it. If the opinion is 
malicious writing or wntings Sedition Act, expired in 1801, was right, they are deprived of the 
against the government of the not again made the law of the opportunity. of exchanging error 
United States, or the President of land. Matthew Lyon won his re- for tr:uth: if wrong, they l~, 
the United States, with intent to election from jail and left his cell what IS almost as great~ benefit, 
defame ... or to bring them or to return to Congress. t~e _cle~rer pe~cephon and 
either of them into contempt or Today the American ideal hveher 1mpress1on of truth, 
" The by-product of the 
American impetus to finding a 
mechanical mode of ending evil 
by legislative approach has been 
the strange undercutting of those 
institutions that work on inner 
motivations, and not outer 
control." Allen Brown, legal 
counsel for the Cincinnati 
Chapter of the American Civil 
Liberties Union, made this 
statement near the beginning of 
his speech on November 16 at 
Valley Temple. This speech 
concerned his avid and most 
dedicated fight against state 
censorship in Cincinnati. 
Common Pleas to have the movie 
"Deep Throat" declared obscene 
and to have the theatre in which 
it was showing closed. The judge 
of Common Pleas did decide to 
ban the movie but resolved not to 
take any punitive action against 
the management unless the same 
thing occurred again. Mr. 
Brown's feelings concerning the 
court's conclusion was the 
following, "This is a decision of 
which I am highly critical of, but 
which at least I can understand in 
terms of a rational process." 
disrepute." ' ' produced by its collision with 
Decency laws enforced 
Because of citizens wishes 
Just four weeks later the same 
prosecutor issued an indictment 
to the manager of the theatre and 
to the young girl who worked four 
days in the box office. In-
cidentally, this young girl did not 
even view the motion picture 
"Deep Throat." by Margie Wetterer 
"If the people do not want laws 
on obscenity, pornography, and 
censorship, they must go to their 
representatives and have the 
present laws repealed. Until then 
these laws must be enforced and 
the offenders will be 
prosecuted." 
The above statement was made 
by Ms. Martha Lang, Executive 
Secretary for the organization 
Citizens for Decency through 
Law ( CDL - formerly Citizens for 
Decent Literature) in Cincinnati. 
Ms. Lang has been secretary to 
Mr. Charles Keating since 
1960. Her association with 
CDL goes back to its very 
beginnings. She was involved in 
the youth movement as a student 
at Regina High School. 
On the campaign for decency, 
Ms. Lang cites for example, the 
comments of a returning 
Pri'loner of War who was shocked 
at the decay in the moral fiber of 
America. The family unit is not 
respected and is being seriously 
threatened. This in tum could 
change our entire way of life. Is 
this what we want? 
Ms. Lang also works for the 
Cincinnati Enquirer and points 
out that, "I certainly do respect 
the freedom of the press and the 
freedom granted each individual 
by the Bill of Rights." However, 
Ms. Lang is quick to point out 
that she also upholds the prin-
ciples of democracy. The laws 
against pornography are there 
because "someone asked for 
those laws. If the majonty 
wishes to repeal those laws, she 
contends, then they should do so 
in a democratic manner. Until 
then the law will be enforced. The 
people, as a democracy, must 
decide what is pornography and 
what is not. 
The Supreme Court decision 
which was handed down June 21, 
Donn hour question raised 
With L.B. acquisition 
b\· Paul Rudemiller 
· With the acquisition of the L. B. Harrison Club, Edgecliff College 
has finally satisfied some of the needs of its growing population of 
male students. Now the school has full potential for the recruitment of 
out-of-town male students. The College now has something more than 
just the curriculum to show them, a residence hall and recreational 
facilities. Moreover, it gives the are forced into living m the dorm, 
students a place to do something there will be a furor over hours. 
during their leisure time. As of January first , eighteen 
Many questions will be asked becomes the legal age in Ohio. 
concerning the rules for the new This will give more impetus to 
male residence hall. For in- the men, declaring that they are 
stance, will the hours be as strict able to take care of themselves 
as the girls' dorm hours? As I see without being subjected to 
it, both dorms will have the same unreasonable demands on free-
hours whether they are liberal- dom. 
ized or not. There seems to be two possible 
To get a good number of male outcomes of dorm hours are not 
residents, I feel that the dorms liberalized for male students 
hours will have to be liberal for next year. Either there will be 
them, or better, no hours at all. few males staying at the new 
The hours will be seen as too dorm next year, or there will be a 
restrictive, and will deter many mass dissention among the new 
men from moving into the dorm. residents . Thus to avoid this 
They will prefer to live in problem, I see a liberalized 
apartments and " rough it" policy of dorm hours, from which 
rather than be subjected to both male and female dorm 
unreasonable dorm hours. Even students will benefit in succeed-
if out-of-town freshmen males ing years. 
gives communities the right to 
decide these matters for them-
selves. 
As for her own personal 
thoughts on pornography, 
Martha Lang feels that the whole 
issue is simply degrading. 
''There are too many really good 
works of literature and theatre 
for one to resort to the degrading 
pornographic material." In 
short, she suggests, who needs it? 
CDL was founded in Cin-
cinnati in 1956 and subsequently 
became established in Cleveland. 
Since then it has spread 
nationally - New York, Los 
Angeles, Chicago, Fort Wayne, 
Pennsylvania, Louisiana - and 
internationally - England, 
Germany, Sweden. 
In New York, October 25, a suit 
was filed against CDL charging 
that too great a percentage of its 
finds were being used for ad-
m in is tr at iv e purposes. 
Therefore, the prosecutor wishes 
to be given a cause for further 
solicitation of funds by CDL. The 
organization wishes to counter 
the attack by saying that the 
"extra" percentage is necessary 
for "educational purposes. " For 
example, " The Reporter", their 
newsletter, and direct mail 
solicitation of fund would be such 
Mr. Brown believes that 
Americans, because of their 
"Puritan traditions", tend to 
seek value problem resolutions 
by asking for legislative edicts 
for the control of morality. 
We pass laws against gam-
bling, we pass laws against 
prostitution, we pass laws 
against pornography, we pass 
laws attempting to create ac-
countability for those areas 
which are not the direct concern 
of the state except under an 
unproven theory that they cast an 
aura of immorality that will 
undermine the effectuality of the 
state: all we truly accomplish is 
that modern monster' the man of 
codified rather than spiritual 
morality. 
The public should move against 
the state, Mr. Brown believes, 
when the state begins to grasp 
control of a person's morals . It is 
the individual's preservation 
against becoming a narrow 
moral robot and a thinking 
empathatic human being 
whether he wishes to participate 
in prostitution or the viewing of 
pornographic films, and con-
versely, and equally morally 
important, that he reject those 
activities out of precious bane of 
adjustive reasoning. 
Mr. Brown believes that this 
punitive action recently taken 
reflects the emotional 
displacement-"the whipping 
boy" technique of law en-
forcement in this area. Mr. 
Brown's opinion relating to the 
case and his proposed sum-
mation of why this action by the 
prosecutor was taken is revealed 
in his following statement, 
"There is a need for exculpatory 
reaction to those who either 
engage in heresay or propound a 
cultural viewpoint that is 
threatening to the stability of 
those who have lost to "codified" 
morality their capacity for in-
dividual and adjustable moral 
judgment. 
Essentially, Mr. Brown wishes 
that citizens would exercise their 
free will in matters of censorship. 
It is a matter that affects 
everyone at sometime or 
another . And to think that 
citizens do not have a voice in the 
legislation of their county is 
wrong. The public has Mr . 
Brown, and through his love of 
hw he helps in constructing a 
freedom-based society for his 
entire public. Approximately six weeks ago 
the prosecutor of Hamilton 
County filed a suit in the Court of 
N'~o.w. asks for change 
sub1ect invariably comes up. It is the responsibility of either Charlene went on to say that 
a fact that women do earn 60 supporting themselves or their even the government looks down 
cents to _ev_ery dollar a _man families . Six million of the 11 on housewives by their Diction-
earns. W1th1~ the same JObs, million are single and 51-'.! million ary of Occupational Skills. In this 
wo~e~ are given lower wages. are widowed, separated or dictionary the government ranks 
This 1s usually not outwardly divorced. Those women not the job of housewife as 23,000th 
seen because women are often mentioned in the 11 million are on their scale and their definition 
_doing the san:ie jobs as th~ man women who work to help keep is "no significant function 
but they a~e g1~en a lesser title or their families out of the poverty except serving." Charlene be-
the man 1s given another duty level. lieves that the entire women's 
that the woma~ does not have. Many working wives who are movement is designed to raise 
This all serves m the employers never considered to exert real the importance of this role. 
rationalization of exactly ~.o~ he streng~h in their jobs are Charlene urges students 
can pay the woman less. It s a housewives. Charlene comments and all community members to 
good ":?Y to have a che~p labor on th~s. " Soc_iety doe_s not visit a N.0 .W. meeting. It is held 
force , . Charlene said . The recognize the skills of carmg for on the first Sunday of the month 
mequ~hty on the _employment young children. According to at the First Unitarian Church, 
scene 1s more an:ia~mg when ~ne "Chase Manhattan Bank" the Reading Road at Linton. 
looks at the statist1_cs. One-third housewife normally would be 
of the labor market 1s women and . .. 
11 million of those women have paid $12,000 a year. 
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Mrs. Rosetta Mauldin strives to expose her students to the realities of 
social welfare. 
DID YOU KNOW? 
George H. Neal, president of 
the Rotary Club of Cincinnati, 
has announced that the Club is 
seeking young men and women in 
the Cincinnati metropolitan area 
as candidates for Rotary 
Foundation educational awards 
for study abroad in 1975-76. 
The Foundation offers two 
types of educational awards of 
interest to college Graduate 
students : Fellowships, for those 
who have received a bachelor's 
degree or equivalent and are 
between the ages of 20 and 28; 
Undergraduate Scholarships, for 
those with a minimum of two 
years of university level work 
and are between the ages of 18 to 
24. 
Each award includes round-
trip transportation, educational 
and living expenses for one 
academic year, and funds for 
intensive language training. 
A Rotary Foundation award 




Renee M. Earle of Edgecliff 
College, who will study in 1974-75 
at the University of Munster, 
Republic of Germany. For fur. 
ther information about these 
awards, please contact Mr. John 
Luchow, phone 871-1531, or the 
Rotary Club of Cincinnati, phone 
421-1080 . The application 
deadline is March 15, 1974. 
'
Prof eJrno1es pupils 
o soc1ril change 
bv Sarah Lueke · · · . . As a social worker she IS kept . 
~~en times we find the pace of abreast of the effects of this jet prevention a~, well as trea~ent 
thlS 1et age of ours more than we age on society. Asked what her of proble~_. Mrs. Mauldin felt 
can comprehend: There are those view of the role of a social worker qm~e definitely that. the wa.y 
of us who face it head o~ , non- today she replied, "The social soc1e~ looks . at seeking help IS 
stop, an~ othe~ of us who f1.nd the worker of today has to have a changmg rapidly. . 
pa~ .fng~temng, or perhaps diverse role as a change agent The C~ntral Community Hea~th 
rnt1m1dat1ng. Mrs . Rosetta meaningonemustbepre dto Board IS the only community 
Mauldin, a part-t~e faculty bring about changes p~e in- mental health center ll_l Hamilton 
member at Edgecliff clearly dividuals and groups of people or Co~nty to 
1
date. As .Directory of 
demonstrates the former type of in a larger community so that Ch1ld~en .s Serv1~es , ~rs. 
pers~n as . well as . one with an human need is adequate! m t Mauldm finds her Job qwte a 
msatiable interest 1.n people and The social worker of Y e. · challenge because " the program 
t~e influence of their en- moving away from just n~~~ is new an~ it provides me ~ith an 
vll'onment upon them. to help . di 'd als 'th opporturuty to try a different 
Mrs . Mauldin is married to Lee their enV: 0::: ~ b t ~~di7.1 approach to the provision of 
Van Mauldin and they have four if a . 01 ente u ma te ion services." The program is a children ages 7, 8, 12, 15. They di'sfunscotc1.
13 s thys ~t crea ds a child-family outreach service 
tl Ii . N th A dal on en l nee s a th t . tak . to th . presen y ve m or von e. change Thr gh th 'th a IS en IJl e community 
As'd f h famil Mrs · ou e years 
1 as th th ' t' f · l e rom er y, . become 'de t th t tr diti 1 ra er an wa1 mg or 1n-Mauldin holds a busy schedule, vie of e~ n . ~ a ~ ona dividuals to come to the center. 
being employed at the Central w e socia wor er w~s This is done through school 
C?mmunity H~lth , Board . as :~~=~~~fw~o t;:i:,~~~l~~ ~~ referals or parents may call into 
Director fl Chlldi:~m s Services slums to banter all the ills of the . the ~gency. The cent~r em-
as well as teaching a course particul e . t Th!-1' phas1zes early detection of 
entitled Social Welfare as a . . ar nvironmen · . Is problems and an attempt to in-
Social Institution here at viemw is unfordtunatelyl qtui
1
te tervene before problems reach 
Edg liff Qu·te b't co mon an comp e e y th . . ta ec . 1 a 1 more distorted ,, e cns1S s ge. 
however, she is now on the "Th · . As a teacher here at Edgecliff, 
boards of a nursing home in the has soce ~acl t ISd ~hatmt evetryoneblof us Mrs. Mauldin felt her goals were 
C. . ti nd lso the 13 a JUS en pro ems t " t d mcmna area a a not just th po th . the o expose s u ents to the 
Voluntary Actions Center. She is slums It .e ~~ted ~ 1~ realities of the field, social 
a member of the National race ~r IS no . ta 0 ci35!?• welfare, what it has been and 
Association of Social Workers as related t ecoh nomicf s titus. t ISh what it ought to be, in order to 
ll di f o uman unc ons sue . we as an accre ted member o 35 divor nd f 'l bl help the students develop their Certified Social Workers. To add A numbece, aof ami Y
1 
pro emsf · skills in seeking and sifting 
f h l 
r peop e pay or . 
to her ull sc edu e, Mrs . professi· nal h 1 Co 'ty through mfonnation to deter-
M ld. · ti be · 
0 e p. mmum · h ll th ill f' · au m IS an ac ve mem r 1.n centers are a ail bl t k t mine ow we ey w it 1.nto 
her church in the music and M •v ade 0 wor a the social weff re system." 
missionary departments. USIC eparl111en 
Experiences change b;l~:; 
Edgecliff's music department has been changing, expanding and 
asserting firmer steps of growth. The addition of new instrwnental 
courses (including flute and violin ), plans for a long range tour by the 
choral group, more coffee houses and musical gatherings illustrate 
some of the efforts to improve the department. However, with its 
many assets and fine talents the a cquire a more diversified 
music department unfortunately background to round out their 
faces deficits, a lack of money, education . 
space and curriculum problems One of the students interviewed 
all plague the department. said she enjoyed the close knit 
Bill Wood complaining that the structure of the classes. Another 
yearly budget of $100 is not student liked the fact that there is 
enough to buy necessary equip- much personal attention and 
ment including music stands, time to work out problems in 
additional sheet music , and class. 
pianos. In conclusion, Sharon ment-
Sharon McCall, president of ioned the faculty as yet another 
the music club, stated that there of the music departments many 
is a definite lack of space for assets and feels their excellence 
practice purposes and that the is the reason for the depart-





John Bauer & Robed in duo-dot satin softness, 
creped gentleness and silver 
splattered fizzle every young 
woman is ready to welcome 
Christmas, New Year's, or any 
other special occasioned holiday. 
In addition to formal attire, Pete's offers a large selection of 
more funds to aid expansion. 
Many members of the depart-
ment feel the curriculum should 
be expa nded even more to 
include more private instruction 
and a variety of instruments. 
This would allow music majors to 132. 1116 Associates 
"The fashion theme this year is 
the bare look ; everything from 
halter to one~houlder dresses, to 
tiny backless tops," Dee Magee 
from Pete 's Washington Shoppe, 
comme nts c on cernin g the 
fashions for our holiday season. 
Besides just having long 
dresses to choose from, Pete 's 
also offers a wide selection in 
floor-length St. Tropez skirts in 
solid colors or dashing plaids. 
And one good thing about many 
of the long dresses and skirts is 
their "washable" tag inside. 
Rhinestones, a kick-over from 
the 40's designs, are back in our 
70's. They can be found on many 
tops and placed gingerly on 
several long dresses. Another 
dressy evening plus is the Mylar 
fabric which can be found 
creeping into almost every area 
of fashion. It's that silvery dazzle 
you see on collars, cuffs, rib knits 
and solid knits. It's very popular. 
Accessories call for a soft ef-
fect. Why ruin a feminine floral 
print long dress with a bulky 
tapestry bag? The look is dainty 
and small, no chunky platforms 
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Novice writer publishes early 
by K~thy Kohlman a beginning writer." " .. .lprovemyrawestmanhood 
"Little words mean a lot to me, Amuru Press, Incorporated of to all the attentive insects on 
even though I never hear New y 0 r k will publish the walls 
them ... " separately, in conjunction with and throw discarded clothing 
Bob's book of poetry, two of his on the floor Robert Bell, Jr. who began 
writing poetry as a hobby and for 
English assignments, will have 
his first book of poetry published 
sometime next month. 
The poems in the collection, 
en tilled Ebony Desert Flower, 
are characteristically ironic. "I 
don't believe in art for art's 
sake," replied Bob in regards to 
his poetry, "it must have a 
message in order to be con-
sidered poetry." 
plays entitled Catch Me, Catch to hear the sounds of nickels on 
Me, If You Can and The Horns the pockets ... " 
the Angels Blow. 
" ... All of Cincinnati's signs 
have been read 
with eyes that hurt from the 
glare 
of neon lights in trampy hotel 
rooms 
while lying with the whores of 
the city ... " 
Bob, a junior sociology major, 
replied that he would consider 
writing as a career after 
graduation, possibly freelancing, 
if his success in the field con-
tinues. Otherwise he will pursue 
a career in sociology. 
. . ~. ~ 
Hobert Bell, Jr., busy writer and student, smiles in view of bis early 
literary success. 
All of the poetry contained in 
Ebony Desert Flower was 
written last school year and 
during this past summer. Bob 
admits that he was influenced 
greatly by Sister Patricia Con-
nors because of her constructive 
criticism <i his poetic creations. 
"I'm so happy Bob Bell has 
succeeded in publishing so early 
in his career as a writer! I see in 
him one quality every writer 
needs; he really wants to write. I 
don't think there is any substitute 
for a burning desire to write," 
replied Sr. Patricia. "Bob con-
stantly tries to improve what he 
writes. This is a very good sign in 
Catch Me, a drama of en-
vironment, is set in the ghetto. 
The plot simply concerns the love 
<i two teenagers. The setting of 
The Homs the Angels Blow is a 
funeral; the action itself centers 
on the day cl the funeral and the 
day after. The plot focuses on the 
conflict created between the two 
daughters at the funeral of their 
mother. It is a drama of pathos 
and tragedy. 
In conclusion Sr. Patricia 
replied, "I hope many at 
Edgecliff will support Bob Bell 
both by congratulating him and 
by buying one of his books. I'm 
sure he has no illusions about 
getting rich quickly. But I think 
his books are an opportunity to do 
something concrete in order to 
support a young artist." 
Shortstops 
Be~inning January 21 and 
continuing until March 11, 
Edgecliff will fifer a course in 
Leaming Disabilities on Monday 
evenings from 7:00 to 9:15. 
The course may be taken for 
one undergraduate credit ($45), 
non-credit ($20) or one graduate 
credit 1$50). The credit may be 
applied on the undergraduate 
level to the education or 
psychology departments. 
The schedule is as follows: 
January 21 - Overview of 
learning disabilities, Dr. George 
Vesprani, Hamilton County 
Diagnostic Clinic 
January 28 - Medical factors in 
learning disabilities, Dr. Sylvia 
Richardson, Hamilton County 
Diagnostic Clinic 
Felruary 4 - Environmental 
factors affecting behavior, Dr. 
Constance Carroll, Edgecliff 
College 
February 11 - Assessment of 
learning deficits, Mrs. Betty 
Senior, Supervisor, Learning 
Disabilities, City of Hamilton 
Felruary 18 - Remediation of 
learning disabilities, Sister 
Jacqueline Kowalski, S.C., 
Spring Institute 
February 2S - How can we 
encourage creativity in children, 
Dr. Elizabeth Miller, Edgecliff 
College 
March 4 -Adlerian Approaches 
to disruptive behavior, Dr. 
Donald Welti, Psychologist, 
private practice 
March 11 - Counselling parents 
of children with learning 
disabilities, Dr. Donald 
Zemanek, chairman, Special 
Education Department, 
University of Cincinnati 
For further information con-
tact Dr. Connie Carroll. To 
register contact Dr. William 
Wester before January 8. 
Sister Marcia in the Financial 
Aid Office would like to inform 
students of the following ac-
tivities sponsored through her 
office: 
Seniors - resumes for in-
terviews available at her office 
February 13 - Lt. Jim Charf 
from Navy Recruitment will be 
on campus 
February 14-Wayne Lambert 
of IBM on campus 
March 5 - Cincinnati Bell 
Telephone Bill Baldwin will be 
here 
March 26 - Peace Corps and 
Vista representative Tom Crane 
March 25 - Forest Hills school 
district 
The staff of The Edgecliff holds 
a meeting every Monday at 3:00 
in the Pressroom, AD 12. If 
anyone has any complaints, 
compliments, or story leads, 
please come at that time. We are 
open for any suggestions. 
• The following is the Pioneers 
basketball schedule: 
December 
19 Williams Y.M.C.A. team, 
9:30 at the Y 
Wednesday 
January 
9 Blue Cross, 7: 30 at the 
Williams Y 
Wednesday 
15 C.T.I. Institute, at Courter 
Tech High 
Tuesday 
16 A.T.&T., 8:30 at the Williams 
y 
Wednesday 
18 St. Gregory Seminary, 8:00 
at Harrison Hall 
Friday 
23 Scrubs, 9:30 at the Y.M.C.A. 
Wednesday 




6 Williams Y.M.C.A., 7:30 at 
the Y 
Wednesday 





13 Blue Cross, 9: 30 at the 
Williams Y 
20 A.T.&T., 8:30 at the Y 
Thursday 
The time of the tournament 
games and the time of the 
January 15 C.T.I. game will be 
posted later on. If anyone has any 





Soon To Be Part of Your Life? 
For Natural Color Photographs 
To Capture Your Special 
Wedding Day Call: 
DON SCHENK 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Bob also feels that Mr. Robert 
Miller of Edgecliff's Theatre 
Department shed an in-
spirational light on the 
production of his plays. 
Arrange To Have Your 
Wedding Beautifully 
542-3736 
Photographed In Color. 
Come See Our Wedding 
and Portrait Samples. 
" .. .I don't give a damn about 
my body. 
It can go to hell for all I care. 
The ideas are all that matters 
to a man who needs no helping 
hand 
in emptying a pack of 
cigarettes in an hour." 
("Matches," r.l. bell,jr., 
Sept. 9, 1973) 
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Edgecliff's eight most wanted 
Seth teaches Dan how to crawl. 
Geno Carter takes time for a casual pose before making 
ready for the kill. 
I • 
Vtter exhaustion • a typical scene in the Garden Room at the end of a 
harrying Friday. 
Photns by Chuck Matthews 
l'rHtredb, 
HAlfTCOPlflNTING CO 
W••t J•"-'•on. OltHJ 
Sharon Adams • the smile of a cherub. 
Loretta Connors demonstrates to Chuck Matthews the proper method of 
focusing a camera. 
Kathy Kohlman and Fred Martens making merry during 
Parent's Weekend Dance. 
